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13:Origin - Prologue is an interactive story, suitable for experienced players. This is a preview of our
game 13:Origin, a complete story that we aim to release soon. In the game we aim to combine the
best elements of classic point-and-click adventure games and our own unique puzzles that will put
your problem-solving skills to the test. What Are We Hiding? As said before, there's a secret to
discover, which has been around since the beginning of mankind. As long as you solve these puzzles
carefully, you'll discover what is hidden behind it. About 13:Origin: 13:Origin is a complete story that
we are aiming to release soon. 13:Origin is a combination of the best elements of classic point-and-
click adventure games and our own unique puzzles. You'll need to lean on the mechanics, the story,
your instincts, and most importantly doubt to solve puzzles meticulously crafted for you. Features:
Story • An unique story with a free-form gameplay and a narrative with no boundaries. • As you
unravel the story, you will discover what lies behind it. Gameplay • Exploring and solving puzzles
with a randomized approach. • We've been working hard to make our puzzles as unique as possible,
and we think you'll also find some enjoyable and challenging puzzles within. • Because of the unique
and organic story, you may find yourself in unexpected situations in search of solutions or untangling
the series of events. • Use the mechanics, your instincts and instinctual thinking to solve puzzles. •
Be prepared to step into the story and tell it as it unfolds itself. • Completely immersive experience
where you will have to solve puzzles and think critically without limiting the experience with a
narrative. IMPORTANT 13:Origin - Prologue is a preview of our game 13:Origin that we're aiming to
release soon. NOTE This game contains content rated M for Mature. "Just cause it's new doesn't
mean it's bad, at least not for the fans of the series, I don't know if anyone else will think so though."
Somehow it seems like all of the game media hate this one. I do like it, I mean it's a comedy with a
sci-fi twist and it's a humorous take on a very male dominated society. The game runs very well and
isn't too rough on my system and the fans who have experience with

Features Key:
New ambient lighting system.
Improved ball physics.
Anti-Valve and anti-doppler (AV/AD) shot on.
Laser GPS.
Build system allow you to play with RGB LEDs and RGB / RGBW displays.
5 different colors and palettes: 1 to 2 for RGB LEDs, and 3 for RGBW displays.
Full keyboard support.
Very easy to use.
GREP support.
Configuration option easily using the Configuration menu.

Cup is a multi-platform game made by Chanhavoc game studio ( Game was submitted on 2012 to Ludum
Dare 13 and got lots of great feedback. 
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